Where Preferred Vendors Lack, Compact Identity Picks Up The Slack!
Preferred IAM vendors offer a sackful of goodies, but lack some essentials. Compact
Identity offers everything that preferred vendors do and more! Let’s break it down.
1) High Customizability: Preferred vendors such as IBM, Sailpoint, Oracle and Okta
offer products with superior customizability. You’re never without options when it
comes to adding this or tweaking that.
2) High Number of Use Cases Catered To: These products can be adapted to a
huge number of use cases. Your unique situation never goes unaddressed.
3) High Stability: Since the products are engineered over time, they are very stable.
4) High Scalability: These products work just as well for 100 odd users as they do
for 100,000+ users.
5) Secure: One hallmark of these products is that they are very secure.
6) Many Modules of IAM: All kinds of modules, both common and uncommon, are
typically available.
7) Integration with Other Security Systems: These solutions integrate well with other
security systems.
As one can see, there are solid reasons why these products render their vendors as preferred
vendors. They offer superior scalability, stability, security and integration, among other things.
But, where do they lack?
1) Difficult to Operate: These products typically require training and deep IAM
knowledge to operate proficiently. This limits the kind of customer that can really
enjoy the benefits, as IAM-competent staff are rare and expensive to hire.
2) Expensive: These products cost an arm and a leg. For something as essential to
cybersecurity, that’s a really dark cloud. Can’t a vendor offer all this for less?
3) Monolithic Code and Outdated Technology Elements: Yes, these products are
world class. But they are world class from a different time. They typically use
monolithic codes which make updates and tweaks as per customer needs very
difficult or even impossible.
4) Migration is Difficult: Since each of these products operates in its own unique
way with no standard among them, migration to a new product is risky and
challenging.
5) Low Support for Emerging Needs and Technologies: For instance, IAM today
should include risk management modules that guide customers in making
decisions. These products, built years ago, don’t offer these features.
6) Poor UI: Unfortunately, the UI for these products are typically unintuitive.
However, there is one solution that does everything these preferred products do,
without the glaring drawbacks!
Ilantus’ flagship product, Compact Identity, is a breath of fresh air in the industry.
It offers high customizability, can cater to a large number of use cases, is stable

and scalable, secure, contains many essential modules, and integrates very well
with other security systems. It ticks every check on the checklist that preferred
products are renowned for.
But, it comes without the drawbacks.
It is not difficult to operate at all. Especially since it was engineered with the midmarket in mind, it was built to be operated without any special IAM expertise.
It is inexpensive as can be. It is perhaps the most economical product on the
market, and is also available in 3 different payment models: perpetual license,
subscription, and pay-as-you-consume. The latter is a unique payment model
that can’t be found from any other vendor.
It also uses cutting edge technology instead of monolithic architecture. It is
modern and agile.
Migrations are typically a breeze since it has very intuitive operating
mechanisms.
It supports emerging technologies like analytics, risk management, and zero-trust
technology.
Finally, the user interface is designed for superior operability by an average IT
person, not just for IAM-savvy tech geniuses.
Compact Identity is a superior solution which offers everything preferred vendor
products do, without the drawbacks. A tribute to innovation, it also has various
unique but critical features like thick-client support and more!
Check out Compact Identity today!

